Element of art: line
The Element of Art line is, in reality, conceptual and not actual. A line is a
one-dimensional extension of a point in space in a singular direction. Line
quality is simply the description of a line; lines may be straight, curved, zig-zag,
thick, thin, shaky, smooth, etc. Line is the Element of
Art most utilized in the discipline of drawing and illustration. Line helps to move
the viewer’s eye. It may be layered in order to create values. Line can create
visual textures too.
Here’s what I expect:
You will create a drawing of new species of flora or fauna (plant or animal), AS
WELL AS its natural environment (negative space, folks) on a page in your
sketchbook that utilizes ALL OF THE FOLLOWING VISUAL LINEAR
TECHNIQUES:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Create a drawing of the background using continuous line (do not pick up
your pencil OR break the line). Include some trees, plants, flowers, landforms,
etc.
Add form to some of the parts of your background drawing using
cross-contour line (all of your lines remain parallel to one another AND
reflect the curve of the object’s surface - THINK “STRIPES”)
Draw some type of fauna, or animal life, that lives in your created
environment. Use bold, thick line to supply the Principle of Emphasis to your
fauna.
Add form and a range of value to your drawing using hatching (straight,
parallel marks) and cross-hatching (straight, perpendicular marks)
Create a sky, cosmos or atmosphere for your background ENTIRELY
composed of implied lines (so no visible, drawn lines, just those created by
the intersection of areas of different values or colors). So, SHADE SHAPES
INTO YOUR BACKGROUND!!!
100% positive space! Fill the whole area!

Here’s an example of fauna I created. There’s no flora here, and
it also lacks the necessary environment.

Element of art: Texture
We know that your sketchbook pages do not have varying textures- they’re pretty
much smooth, like the paper they are. However, you can create an infinite variety of
visual textures on your page using lines, shapes, forms, dots, marks, repeated
patterns, visual rhythms, hatching, cross-hatching, etc. As a matter of fact, the French
Surrealists from the early 20th century used a visual textural technique to create some
of their strange but familiar images and landscapes called, frottage. This method of
image making came from rubbing a pencil or crayon over paper as is lay upon a
textured surface. Have you ever placed a coin under a paper and furiously scribbled
over it in order to reveal the texture of the coin through the paper? It’s like that.
Here’s what I expect:
Grab a plain piece of copy paper and a pencil or a crayon. Now go out and find
some interesting textures to visually record using the frottage technique.
You will create a portrait comprised of visual textures you have obtained using
the frottage technique by cutting out shapes from your acquired textures and
applying them on a page in your sketchbook. Your portrait can be a full figure, a
bust (framed at the shoulders) or something as simple as a head and neck. Be
creative with your textures and make use of at least THREE of the following
visual texturing techniques too:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Here’s an example of frottage
by surrealist artist Max Ernst.
He created the composition by
combining rubbings taken from
a variety of actual textures in
order to create a composition of
visual textures.

Max Ernst. The Escapee. 1926.

stippling- the use of repeated dots- some bunched together, some spaced apart- to
create a range of value and texture in an image.
repeated pattern- pick a pattern (whether it be feathers, scales, fur, spikes, plates,
etc.) and continue it throughout a portion of your drawing
scribbling- **I think this one is pretty self-explanatory… although, understand that
this technique only encompasses a limited amount of visual texture options. Please
don’t scribble the entire drawing- that’s really difficult to pull-off well.
gridded texture- a very geometric, ordered approach to applying texture to a
drawing, but with some creativity, it might be used with wonderful results.
overlapping texture- pick a shape, or shapes, and visually layer them in order to
give the appearance of depth.

As always, you must fill the page with your composition- very little negative
space, lots of positive space!

Pablo Picasso.
Jaqueline With A Black Scarf.
1959.

Element of art: Shape
The Elements of Shape and Line are closely related. One way shapes are created is when a
line encloses space. And just like the Element of Line, there exist different qualities of the
Element of Shape as well. Generally speaking, shapes can be divided into two categories:
organic and geometric. Organic shapes tend to possess a curved, irregular, asymmetrical
quality like many things we find in nature. Geometric shapes, on the other hand, tend towards
regular sides, and an angular, symmetrical quality. Of course, most artworks contain examples
of BOTH qualities of shapes. Graffiti artists create large scale visual compositions typically out
of a single word called throwies. Instead of simply writing the word in ordinary font or
handwriting style, these artists alter the design of the letters by turning them into interesting
shapes- sometimes appearing more geometric, and sometimes more organic in style.
Here’s what I expect:
Using some sample fonts of graffiti style, or creating your own unique style, design your own
miniature graffiti throwie (no larger than 3” x 6”) in your sketchbook. Here’s my criteria for your
throwie designs:
1)
Keep your throwie to six letters or less… and school-appropriate, please.
2)
The letters must touch, or overlap each other in order for the design to work.
3)
Your throwie design must be primarily geometric or primarily organic in design- your
choice.
4)
Next, take a small piece of tag board (already cut for you) and redraw your design on the
heavier weighted paper. Using an X-ACTO knife and a cutting mat, you will cut around
the perimeter of your throwie design, ensuring that your letters stay connected. This will
be your throwie stencil.
5)
Place your throwie stencil on a new page in your sketchbook and trace its perimeter
(contour edges) with a pencil. Move the throwie stencil on the page and trace its
contour edges again. Repeat the process: overlap your own throwie multiple times
while creating a balance of positive space (throwie) and negative space (blank paper) in
your composition.
6)
Overlapping your throwie design will create new shapes within shapes- an abstract
composition created entirely by layering your throwie over and over again. Choose a
color for all of the organic shapes; choose another for the geometric shapes; AND
blend the two colors for all of the shapes that could be either organic OR geometric
and begin coloring the new shapes. Some shapes should remain the color of the paper
itself so that your composition remains visually balanced- not too much positive, not too
much negative.
7)
You may use an Ultra-Fine Sharpie to give the lines in your design some contrast.

Here’s an example of a more organic approach to the
use of the Element of Shape in graffiti throwie design.

This example takes more of a geometric approach to the
use of the Element of Shape in graffiti throwie design.

Graffiti artist / gallerist West Rubenstein overlaps his
graffiti designs in order to create original shapes and
unique designs in his artwork..

Element of
art: Space
The Element of Space is the illusion of depth within a composition;
it is creating an illusion within a two-dimensional composition. The
Element of Space has to do not only with positive
and negative space, but also with depth in composition,
overlapping, value and detail,
placement (in perspective drawing), and atmospheric perspective
in an artwork.
Here’s what I expect:
Romare Bearden makes thoughtful use of the Element of Space in
Pittsburgh Memory (depicted to the right). Bearden used a
combinative visual technique in which you may be familiar called
collage. The word collage was coined by both Georges Braque and
Pablo Picasso during the infancy of modern art from a French word
coller, meaning “to glue.” As you might imagine, the technique
essentially consists of locating images from magazines and print
sources, cutting them out and gluing them into a unique visual
composition. Like Bearden, I expect you to make use of parts of
existing images (from magazines, books & periodicals) in order to
construct a landscape featuring the Element of Space. Here are the
criteria for your designs:
1)
2)
3)
a)
b)
c)
d)

4)

Romare Bearden. Pittsburgh Memory. 1964.

On a new page in your sketchbook, draw a background, beginning with a horizon line: either from observation (sketches in the
courtyard or from a reference image). You may also invent a landscape background using linear perspective drawing.
Peruse the magazines and books on your tables. Find some images and cut them out using scissors.
Create a collage landscape out of the images you cut out. Be sure to utilize the following techniques in order to create the illusion of
the Element of Space:
Overlap your imagery (overlap)
Make sure the smaller images are collaged to appear in the background, and the larger images in the foreground (size)
Those smaller things in the background should appear closer to the horizon line (placement)
You may also draw imagery in your collage landscape. Collaged or drawn, be sure that the images that are supposed to be located in
the background are less in-focus, have little detail and perhaps have less color saturation, or do not appear as vivid as those in the
foreground (detail, value & color)
Be sure that you balance your positive space with your negative space too (60% positive, 40% negative).

Element of
art: value
The Element of Value permeates every single composition,
sculpture or performance in art. Value is the range of lightness
and darkness found within a work of art. Value provides depth,
contrast, interest and emphasis in a composition.
Here’s what I expect:
I expect you to practice creating the various values within a tool called
a value scale- utilized for practice in creating a range of value- a
coveted quality of effective artwork that both looks appealing to the
eye, as well being easily read and recognized from a distance by
including a variety of values, light to dark, in the same composition.
Your value scale will contain exactly ten distinct values in a
progression from lightest to darkest. Complete the value scale in ten
steps on a new page in your sketchbook. Mira…
1)
2)

3)

4)
5)

On a new page in your sketchbook, draw a large rectangle,
exactly 2” by 10” using a ruler.
Now measure out ten 1” sections within your rectangle by
making small hatch marks at 1” intervals on each of the long
Laurie Lipton. The Hag’s Embrace. 2002.
sides.
Use your ruler to draw straight lines connecting your hatch
marks and separating your rectangle into 10 identical little
rectangles.
Number your rectangles #1 through #10 in the corner of each
rectangle.
In rectangle #1, shade as smoothly and as lightly as possible to achieve the lightest possible value. Do the same for rectangles 2 - 10.

6) Now, in rectangle #2 shade another layer as smoothly and lightly as possible, slightly darkening the value of the rectangle. Do the same for
rectangles 3 - 10.
7) Keep going, shading another light layer on
each rectangle at a time. This is crucial! Trust the
process!
8) Rectangle #10 should be the darkest value
your pencil can reach.

Element of
art: form
We live in a three-dimensional world; it’s full of forms, highlights, midtones and shadows.
However, when we try and represent that three-dimensionality on a two-dimensional
surface, like paper, we have to create an illusion. That illusion ties into the Element to Form.
Typically, form is directly related to its two-dimensional cousin, shape. A circle may become
a sphere, a cylinder or a cone. A square may become a cube or a rectangular prism, and so
on and so forth. The trick is to convince the viewer that the form represented on such a flat
surface as paper that they are looking at something with height, width AND depth. This is
accomplished through the use of applying a range of value and, to some degree, linear
perspective drawing.

Here’s what I expect:
You will create four drawings of a cube, a sphere, a cone and a cylinder on a new page in
your sketchbook. These drawings need to be well-rendered (drawn well with attention to
detail), include a range of value, include highlights, cast shadows and smooth gradients
where appropriate. Make use of your value scale as a comparative tool while you apply values.

